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Abstract

The reliability of smart micro-grids (SMGs), as a cyber-physical system (CPS), might be
influenced by cyber failures and information transmission faults. Several Monte Carlo sim-
ulation (MCS)-based approaches have been reported to assess the reliability of SMGs and
smart grids. On the other hand, analytical reliability assessment methods have been pre-
sented in some research works, while the cyber system has not been concerned. However,
the literature shows a research gap in developing an accurate and fast reliability evaluation
method for SMGs based on the unavailability of cyber elements and information transmis-
sion faults. This article tries to fill the discussed gap by adding the analytical modelling of
cyber-physical interdependencies and information transmission faults to available analytical
methods, focusing on physical uncertainties. Comparing the proposed model with existing
MCS-based and analytical reliability evaluation methods illustrates the advantages of this
research. Test results show that less than 5.7% expected energy not supplied (EENS) error
occurs by the proposed method, which would be much faster than MCS-based ones. More-
over, the sensitivity analyses highlight the impacts of the cyber network topologies on the
cyber-physical interdependencies.

1 INTRODUCTION

The deployment of distributed energy resources (DERs) has
been steadily increasing in recent years [1, 2]. On the other
hand, the electrical energy systems have been evolving toward
the smart microgrids (SMGs) and smart grids’ frameworks [3,
4]. The SMG and smart grid concepts could effectively improve
the energy systems’ resiliency and reliability [5–7]. By integrating
the physical power networks and the cyber ones, the SMGs and
modernized electrical energy systems become cyber-physical
systems (CPSs) [8, 9]. The smart grids and SMGs will exhibit
effective bidirectional data flow, smart monitoring, intelligent
control, and other supplementary features, such as self-healing,
by the cyber system and information and communication tech-
nologies (ICTs). However, asides from the advantages of ICTs
and cyber systems, their integration into the physical layer
comes with some drawbacks, for example, failures of sub-
systems, interdependencies, and vulnerabilities to cyber-attacks
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[10]. Hence, the ICTs and mal-operation of the cyber system
might influence the reliable operation of SMGs [11, 12]. The
impacts of cyber-physical interdependencies (CPIs) should also
be considered, besides the stochastic behaviours of physical
networks, in evaluating the SMG reliability [13–15].

Moreover, new technologies and frameworks have been
introduced for ICT-based power systems and smart grids, such
as dynamic thermal rating (DTR) systems [16]. Although these
frameworks and technologies allow available power/physical
sub-systems and transmission lines to be operated much closer
to their limits, the eventually intensified outages might threaten
system reliability [17, 18]. The steadily growing discussed frame-
works and technologies highlight the motivations for studying
the ICTs, cyber systems, and their interactive effects on the
SMG’s reliability.

Different studies have focused on the SMGs’ reliability evalu-
ation considering the impacts of cyber-physical systems and the
integration of ICTs on physical/power systems [10, 19]. The
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Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is a powerful method for evalu-
ating the SMGs’ cyber and physical uncertainties [20, 21]. The
direct CPIs have been studied by MCS in [22], while the prob-
abilistic output power of DERs under various scenarios was
concerned. Hashemi-Dezaki et al. [23] reported a method based
on MCS to assess stochastic behaviours of electric vehicles,
DERs, and cyber elements. A sequential MCS-based technique
was reported in [16] to evaluate the system reliability in the
presence of DTR technologies, considering the communication
network availability. In some references, such as [15] and [21],
the SMG’s reliability has been evaluated by MCS considering
the data transmission errors besides the outage of cyber and
power elements. Sun et al. [25] reported a fault tree-based reli-
ability assessment model considering the interferences of the
cyber network by the MCS. In [26], the MCS has been uti-
lized to evaluate the system reliability, while the uncertainties
of DERs and cyber networks have been considered. However,
Barani et al. [26] have not taken into account data transmission
errors and delays. In [27], the reliability evaluation of multi-
microgrids based on the information transmission errors (ITEs)
and interdependencies by the MCS has been reported. Although
various aspects of the information transmission systems (ITSs)
have been considered by Barani et al. [27], the uncertainties of
the physical layer, e.g., stochastic behaviours of DERs, have not
been studied.

Although the literature shows that much attention has been
paid to MCS for assessing the SMGs’ reliability, the execution
time challenges of MCS-based studies limit their applications
[28]. Accordingly, several research works have tried to develop
fast and accurate non-MCS approaches. The scenario reduction
algorithms have been used to raise the speed of reliability cal-
culations in [29]. Physical uncertainties have been examined by
Memari et al. [29] with various clustering algorithms, while the
CPIs were not concerned. Hariri et al. [30] presented an analyti-
cal method for evaluating the smart grids’ reliability considering
DERs’ probabilistic behaviours. However, the cyber impacts
have not been evaluated in [30]. Zhu et al. [31] used complex
network theory (CNT) to study the impacts of information
interference transfer delays on system reliability. Although the
cyber impacts have been examined in the introduced non-MCS
reliability evaluation method of [31], the physical uncertain-
ties have not been studied. Non-MCS reliability assessment
methods considering direct and indirect CPIs have been intro-
duced in [32, 33], but the physical uncertainties were not
modelled.

In Table 1, the comparative review of the available research
works in the area of reliability evaluation of SMGs and smart
grids has been presented. As revealed by the literature overview,
there is a research gap in developing an analytical reliability
assessment method considering the CPIs.

One of the essential contributions of this research is to fill
a discussed gap. The mathematical modelling of the introduced
analytical methods in [30, 48] would be modified and extended
to concern the CPIs. The investigation of data transmission
impacts on the SMGs’ operational reliability in addition to other
cyber/physical uncertainties by the proposed analytical method
is another contribution. The proposed method is studied under
various cyber network topologies based on the redundancy of

the MG control centre (MGCC), microcontrollers (MCs), and
switches. The accuracy and validation of the proposed method
are examined by comparing the obtained test results and the
MCS one. The obtained results also compared to available ana-
lytical methods, like [30, 48] neglecting the CPIs, to highlight
the necessities of CPIs. The comparative test results illustrate
the advantages of the proposed analytical method from the
viewpoint of accuracy and execution time.

As seen in the summary of the literature review of SMGs’
reliability assessment, a gap exists in developing an analytical
reliability assessment method that could concern the cyber fail-
ures and ITEs. This paper tries to fill such a research gap by
proposing a new analytical reliability evaluation method, that
comprehensively considers the cyber failures and ITEs, like the
MCS-based ones (e.g. [15] and [24]).

The main contributions of this article could be listed as
follows:

∙ Developing a new fast and accurate analytical reliability eval-
uation method for SMGs, considering the cyber failures and
ITEs;

∙ Mathematical modelling of ITEs, besides the cyber failures,
in the proposed analytical reliability evaluation method;

∙ Considering the MGCC’s failures impacts on the SMGs’
reliability, which has been received less attention in the
literature;

∙ Comprehensive stochastic modelling of SMGs, including
the uncertainties of DERs, failures in physical and cyber
elements, and ITEs.

The other technical aspects of the introduced method could
be listed as follows to emphasize this research work’s advantages
in comparison with existing references:

∙ Validating the obtained results from the introduced analytical
reliability method and MCS-ones;

∙ Comparing the computation time and precision of the
proposed method with MCS-based ones to highlight the
advantages of the proposed method;

∙ Developing the new reliability method, using the graph the-
ory to model the SMG’s states based on physical/cyber
failures and ITEs;

∙ Modelling the uncertainties of hybrid DERs;
∙ Studying the impacts of cyber network topologies on the

SMGs’ reliability;
∙ Sensitivity analyses to investigate how the changes in crucial

parameters could affect the SMGs’ reliability.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the mathematical modelling of the proposed analyti-
cal reliability evaluation method. Test results and discussions are
given in Section 3, and the last section draws conclusions.

2 MODELLING

The SMGs, which are studied in this research, consist of cyber
and physical networks, as shown in Figure 1. The sub-systems
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TABLE 1 Comparative literature review of SMG’s reliability assessment

Method Physical uncertainties Cyber uncertainties

Reference Year MCS Clustering Analytical PV WT Load

Cyber

Compo-

nent

Failures

MGCCs

Faults

Information

Transmission

Delay

Information

Transmission

Error

Routing

Error

[15] 2021 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[24] 2019 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[23] 2017 ✓ ✓ ✓

[20] 2016 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[32] 2012 ✓ ✓

[33] 2014 ✓ ✓

[26] 2020 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[29] 2021 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[30] 2019 ✓ ✓ ✓

[34] 2020 ✓

[35] 2019 ✓

[36] 2011 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[37] 2015 ✓ ✓ ✓

[38] 2019 ✓ ✓

[39] 2021 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[22] 2016 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[40] 2017 ✓ ✓

[41] 2020 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[42] 2019 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[43] 2018 ✓ ✓ ✓

[44] 2021 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[45] 2020 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[46] 2019 ✓ ✓ ✓

[47] 2021 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[27] 2022 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Proposed method ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

of the physical layer of the understudy SMG could be listed as
follows:

∙ WTs;
∙ PVs;
∙ Microturbines (MTs);
∙ Energy storage systems (ESSs); and
∙ Loads.

The renewable and non-renewable DERs are essential parts
of SMGs, which enable the energy system to operate in
grid-connected, islanded, and stand-alone modes [49, 50].
Depending on the SMG’s scale and its capacities, different types
of DERs could be interconnected to the SMG [51, 52]. Here,
the customer-owned privately-owned DERs, for example, WTs,
PVs, and MTs, are considered. In addition, much attention has

been paid to ESSs in smart grids and SMGs, while different
types and technologies for ESSs have been introduced. This
paper considers the battery energy storage systems (BESSs)
[53, 54]. However, other ESSs’ types and technologies could
be studied using the proposed model. It should be highlighted
that the failure rate and other reliability specifications of ESS
depend on the BESS’ technology, which might affect the SMG’
reliability.

Electric vehicles and non-fossil fuel-based vehicles, like
hydrogen vehicles, are increasingly penetrating [55, 56]. The
daily operations of SMG would be affected due to their mobile
and highly stochastic charging demands. Vehicle owners’
stochastic and uncertain behaviours, such as arrival time,
departure time, and driving distance, should be concerned
with models considering electric vehicles. The proposed model
is adequately flexible to add electric vehicles’ charging load
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FIGURE 1 Structure of the understudy SMG, as a CPS

because conventional loads’ stochastic behaviours and uncer-
tainties have been studied. However, here, electric vehicles
and their stochastic nature have not been concerned. Further-
more, extending the proposed model to examine the SMGs’
operation and system reliability in the presence of electric
vehicles would be an interesting subject for further research
works.

Also, the cyber layer of the understudy SMG includes the
following elements:

∙ Micro controllers (MCs);
∙ Load controllers (LCs);
∙ Information terminals;
∙ Information channels;
∙ Switches; and
∙ MG control centre (MGCC).

The SMG could be controlled in centralized, decentralized,
and distributed control modes [57–59]. This paper has focused
on the centralized control mode. The LCs, MCs, information
terminals/channels, and switches should be deployed in both
control modes of SMGs, while the MGCC is used only in the
centralized control mode. In this research, the electrical loads
have been concerned. However, if other demands, such as heat
and cooling loads, are considered in an integrated multi-carrier
energy hub, the proposed study could be extended in the future.
Different load controls could be implemented by various LCs

depending on the selected energy management paradigms and
concerns [60]. The failures and other reliability specifications
in the cyber layer’s components and elements should be deter-
mined according to the hardware and software platforms used
in LCs, MCs, MGCC, and ITSs.

In this research, the cyber failures, besides other probabilis-
tic parameters of the physical layer, have been concerned. The
unavailability of physical elements [61, 62], the uncertain out-
put power of DERs [63, 64], and stochastic behaviours for
load demands [65, 66] are concerned in the proposed analytical
reliability assessment method.

It is helpful to illustrate the application ability of the pro-
posed method in the actual smart grid and SMGs. As discussed,
evaluating the reliability of smart grids and SMGs is essential.
Also, the stochastic behaviours of both cyber and physical sub-
systems and ITEs might adversely affect the system’s reliability.
Hence, it is inevitable to evaluate the SMGs’ reliability, consid-
ering the uncertainties of the physical and cyber layers, besides
the ITEs. On the other hand, the MCS-based methods are
time-consuming, and they cannot be applicable for large-scale
smart grids, reliability-based optimization problems, particularly
by the metaheuristic algorithms, and real-time operational deci-
sions. The proposed analytical reliability assessment method is
adequately fast and accurate. Accordingly, it can be applied to
actual smart grids and SMGs.

The probability matrix (P-Matrix) is created for cyber and
physical layers. In addition, the cyber failures are mapped to the
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FIGURE 2 Conceptual diagram of information channels and their
malfunctions [24]

physical layer, and the probability matrix of the physical layer
should be updated. Also, as depicted in Figure 2, the malfunc-
tion of the information channel, for example., routing errors,
transmission delays, and ITEs [24, 67], are considered in this
research.

Finally, the proposed model determines the microgrid state
matrix (MGSM) based on the physical/cyber failures and ITEs
using the probability matrix of cyber and physical layers.

The MG’s state should be distinguished to assess the reliabil-
ity indices. In addition, determining the states of MG’s elements
to create the MG’s state is essential [44]. In the proposed ana-
lytical model based on the state matrix, the element state matrix
(ESM) could be defined using (1) [48]. The states of each ele-
ment are assigned to the first column arrays, and the second
column arrays represent the probability of states. Considering
the states of cyber elements besides the physical ones is one
of this research contributions. Furthermore, the states corre-
sponding to delay, routing, and data errors are defined for each
information line connecting two cyber elements.

ESMi =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ESi,1 PrES
i,1

⋮ ⋮

ESi, j PrES
i, j

⋮ ⋮

ESi,N i
ES

PrES

i,N i
ES

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
N i

ES
×2

i = 1 ∶ NC + NP (1)

The number of states for cyber elements and physical ones
without stochastic behaviours, such as MTs, would be two
because of their availability and unavailability, as mathemat-
ically expressed in (2). Otherwise, the states for stochastic
elements like WTs and PVs should be determined according to
discretized states and corresponding probabilities.

ESMk =

[
ESk,1 = 1 PrES

k,1 = Ak

ESk,2 = 0 PrES
k,2 = Uk

]
N i

ES
×2=2×2

k = 1 ∶ K

(2)
As expressed in (3), the packet includes payload and header
information [24]. As the first part of the packet’s information,
the payload would be the information that should be trans-
mitted within the information channel. The voltage, power,

current, status of switches, and interconnections of DGs could
be the payload information, which is transmitted within the
information channel. The header information is the second part
of the packet’s information. The address of the information
that should be sent is assigned in the header information. For
instance, in the understudy centralized SMG, the qth element
(one of LCs or MCs) sends the information, including the volt-
age, current, or power, to the MGCC. The destination of the
information (header) is the MGCC, and the payload would be
the electrical information that should be sent to the MGCC
from the LCs/MCs.

In (3), the ideal ITS has been presented, where the received
signal would be the same as the sent data. Also, the header at
the destination of the information line is not different from the
header at the initial terminal. However, as shown in (4), the delay
and payload error might appear in the information transmis-
sion procedure. Moreover, the header errors might influence
the packet data at the destination terminal, as mathematically
expressed in (5). The information transmission sent packet
data and received packet data considering the ITEs could be
expressed using (3)–(5).

PD
Tq ,Tq′

Destination

[
S

Tq ,Tq′

Destination
(t ) ,Header

Tq ,Tq′

Destination

]
=

PD
Tq ,Tq′

Origin

[
S

Tq ,Tq′

Origin
(t ) ,Header

Tq ,Tq′

Origin

]
(3)

S
Tq ,Tq′

Destination
(t ) = S

Tq ,Tq′

Origin
(t + D) + SE (4)

Header
Tq ,Tq′

Destination
= Header

Tq ,Tq′

Origin
+ HE ≠ Header

Tq ,Tq′

Origin
(5)

To concern the information transmission interruptions in the
proposed analytical model, an element state is assigned to each
cyber link connecting two cyber elements. The discussed ele-
ment is defined based on corresponding states for the delay and
header error, as described in (6). The cyber link (CL) state will
be considered 1 if the information transmission has not been
adversely affected due to delay and header errors. The state of
CL is modelled using (7) based on Boolean variables regarding
the delay, payload, and header errors.

ESMc =

[
ESc,1 = CLc = 1 PrES

c,1

ESc,2 = CLc = 0 PrES
c,2

]
2×2

c = 1 ∶ C (6)

CLc = BV
Delay

c × BV Header
c (7)

As given in (8), the one value is assigned to the corresponding
Boolean variable if the appeared delay is less than the maxi-
mum allowed delay for the information transmission links and
channels.

Different probability distributions have been extracted
according to the statistical nature of delays in ITSs. The uni-
form, exponential, and normal distributions have been studied
in [68]. The exponential probability distribution could be a
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well-known alternative for modelling the statistical behaviour of
information transmission delays in MGs [69, 70]. Also, practical
experiments in [64] and [65] have been presented to verify the
distribution of delays in ITSs. It has been reported in [15, 20],
the references in the field of SMGs’ information systems, that
the delay in ITSs of SMGs usually follows the exponential dis-
tribution. Hence, the selected probability distribution for delays
in the ITS of SMGs could be adequately trustable. However,
[64] and [65] are only referring to generic networked control
systems. On the other hand, different probability distributions
have been reported for delays in ITSs, such as those of SMGs
and smart grids. It should be noted that the proposed model is
adaptable to use various probability distributions for delays in
information channels. The delay state matrix for each cyber link
could be presented by (9)–(11).

BV
Delay

c =

{
1 Dc ≤ Dmax

0 Otherwise.
(8)

DSMc =

[
BV

Delay
c = 1 Pr (Dc ≤ Dmax)

BV
Delay

c = 0 Pr (Dc > Dmax)

]
(9)

Pr (Dc ≤ Dmax) = 1 − e−Dmax𝜇Delay (10)

Pr (Dc > Dmax) = 1 − Pr (Dc ≤ Dmax) (11)

It should be noted that the end-to-end delay in informa-
tion channels depends on several parameters, for example, the
computational capability of cyber elements and information ter-
minals based on their hardware, the real-time operating systems,
the application execution times, communication links’ speed,
the transmission distance, the cyber network topology, and con-
gestion status [71]. The transmission distance effectively affects
the delay in the ITS. If the transmission distance increases, the
delay and its eventual impacts on the system reliability might be
highlighted.

The header errors (HEs) are considered in the states of cyber
links, focusing on ITEs, as demonstrated in (12)–(15). The mod-
elling of the HEs is similar to that of delays, and the states of
cyber links considering the HEs could be defined by (12)–(15).

BV Header
c =

{
1 There is no header error .

0 Otherwise.
(12)

HSMc =

[
BV Header

c = 1 U HE
c + AHE

c × Pr (|HEc | ≤ HE max )

BV Header
c = 0 AHE

c × Pr (|HEc | > HE max )

]
(13)

Pr (HEc ≤ HEmax) = CDF (HEmax) (14)

Pr (HEc > HEmax) = 1 − Pr (HEc ≤ HEmax) (15)

In the proposed method, the payload errors in the infor-
mation transmission of SMGs are considered. The proposed
state matrix’s definition and mathematical modelling of the
payload errors have been shown in (16)–(18). As shown, the
payload state matrix (PLSM) is generated by discretizing the
payload errors based on an appropriate probability distribu-
tion like Gaussian white noise. Since the noise interference
is time-varying, the error values in the payload usually follow
the Gaussian white noise distribution [24, 72]. The appropri-
ate CDF is used to determine the discretized payload errors
and corresponding probability. In addition to the value of the
payload errors, the probability of payload error should be con-
cerned in the PLSM. If the payload error does not appear, the
payload state of the understudy information channel would be
zero. Otherwise, the payload error should be determined, and
the payload error probability and the probability of each interval
for the payload error values are multiplied together. The payload
errors based on PLSM should be used to update the transmitted
data of information channels.

PLSMc =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

PLS
Payload

c,1 PrPayload

c,1

⋮ ⋮

PLS
Payload
c,e PrPayload

c,e

⋮ ⋮

PLS
Payload

c,N PLS
c

PrPayload

c,N PLS
c

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(16)

PLS
Payload
c,e =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 e = 1

SEmin
c +

2(e−1)−1

2
×
(

SEmax
c −SEmin

c

N PLS
c −1

)
e = 2 ∶ N PLS

c

(17)
Payload

Pr
c,e

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
1 − ASE

c

)
+

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ASE

c ×

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
CDF

(
1
2
×

(
SEmax

c − SEmin
c

N PLS
c − 1

))

−CDF

(
−

1
2
×

(
SEmax

c − SEmin
c

N PLS
c − 1

))
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
e = 1

ASE
c ×CDF

(
SEmin

c +
1
2
×

(
SEmax

c − SEmin
c

N PLS
c − 1

))
e = 2

ASE
c ×

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CDF

(
SEmin

c +
2 (e − 1) − 1

2
×

(
SEmax

c − SEmin
c

N PLS
c − 1

))

−CDF

(
SEmin

c +
2 (e − 2) − 1

2
×

(
SEmax

c − SEmin
c

N PLS
c − 1

))
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

e = 3 ∶ N PLS
c

(18)

Accordingly, the MG’s state matrix (MGSM) could be defined
as corresponding to states of sub-systems and elements, as pre-
sented in (19). The states of physical and cyber elements are
considered to generate the system state. Also, the states for
cyber links and corresponding payload errors are concerned.
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The probability of each state for the MG, depending on its
sub-system’s states, is determined by (20).

MGSMl =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ES1, j PrES
1, j

⋮ ⋮

ESi, j ′ PrES
i, j ′

⋮ ⋮

ESNC+NP+2C , j ′′ PrES
NC+NP+2C , j ′′

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦(NC+NP+2C )×2

l = 1 ∶ NMGS

∀ j ∈ 1 ∶ N 1
ES

∀ j ′ ∈ 1 ∶ N i
ES

∀ j ′′ ∈ 1 ∶ N
NC+NP+2C

ES

(19)

MGS

Pr
l
=

NC+NP+2C∏
i=1

(
ES

Pr
i, j ′

)
∀ j ′ ∈ 1 ∶ N i

ES
(20)

To assess the adequacy and reliability, it is necessary to distin-
guish that a power channel and an information channel exist for
transmitting the power from the supply side to the demand side.
Hence, the graph matrix (GM) and graph of the understudy MG
should be defined. In (21), the cyber-cyber link matrix (CCLM)
to generate the graph of the cyber network based on cyber-cyber
links (CC) and their states is defined.

The links connecting cyber elements/terminals should be
identified to investigate the graph of the cyber network and the
system graph. The state of cyber links between two cyber ele-
ments is represented by (CL j ′,i′ ) in (21). Moreover, cyber-cyber
links/indicators (CCj ′,i′ )should be defined. The cyber links are
considered according to cyber network topology and the com-
munication lines. There is an information channel between two
cyber elements; if there is a cyber link, its state would be up.
Otherwise, the discussed two cyber elements are not directly
interconnected.

CCLMl =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ES1 ⋯
(
CL1,i′ ×CC1,i′

)
⋯

(
CL1,NC

×CC1,NC

)
⋮ ⋯ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮(

CLi′,1 ×CCi′,1
)

ESi′
(
CLi′,NC

×CCi′,NC

)
⋮ ⋯ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮(

CLNC ,1 ×CCNC ,1
)

⋯
(
CLNC ,i′

×CCNC ,i′
)

⋯ ESNC

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(21)

The cyber network graph (CNG) is generated using the
graph function and the CCLM at each state of the MG, as
shown in (22). The input of the graph function has deter-
mined the elements/nodes of the system graphs, and the
cyber and physical links determine the graph’s lines. After-
ward, the information channel (IC) between two cyber elements

(terminals) through different paths should be determined
using (23). The short path function (SPF) has been used

to determine the information channels between two cyber
terminals.

CNGl = graph (CCLMl ) (22)

IC l
i′,i′′

=

{
1 I f

∑
SPF

(
CNGl ,CE

i′
,CEi′′

)
≥ 1

0 I f
∑

SPF
(
CNGl ,CE

i′
,CEi′′

)
= 0

(23)

The physical–physical links are used to generate the graph
matrix for the physical layer of the MG, as given in (24). The
graph of the physical layer of the MG should be generated to
evaluate the system’s reliability.

PPLMl =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ESNC+1 … PP1,r … PP1,NC

⋮ … ⋮ … ⋮

PPr ,1 ESNC+r PPr ,NC

⋮ … ⋮ … ⋮

PPNC ,1 … PPNC ,r
… ESNC+NP

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(24)

Also, the impacts of cyber failures and ITEs (delay and header
error) on the MG reliability are mapped to the physical layer
using the information channel status, as explained in (23).
Hence, the graph matrix of the physical layer should be updated
due to eventual interruptions for the corresponding informa-
tion channel, as mathematically expressed in (25). The graph of
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the physical layer is generated by the upgraded physical network
matrix by (26). Thus, the power channel between physical points
and terminals, considering the cyber failures and information
errors, is distinguished (27).

PPLMl → PPLM ′
l
∶ ES ′NC+r =

ESNC+r ×

Lr∏
c=1

(
IC

l ,c

i′,i′′

|||||(CPi′,r +CPi′′,r

)
≥ 1

)
(25)

PNGl = graph
(
PPLM ′

l

)
(26)

PC l
r ′,r ′′

=

{
1 I f

∑
SPF

(
PN G ′

l , PE
r ′
, PEr ′′

)
≥ 1

0 I f
∑

SPF
(
PN G ′

l , PE
r ′
, PEr ′′

)
= 1

(27)

Moreover, the payload error states are used to update the states
of physical elements according to (28) using the corresponding
payload states.

PPLM ′
l
→ PPLM ′′

l
∶ ES ′′NC+r ′ = ES ′NC+r ′ + SENC+r ′

(28)

The state matrix for WT based on its stochastic behaviour as
a function of metrological factors like the wind speed could
be defined by (29)–(30) [30]. Technical specifications and sta-
tistical parameters for the wind speed are used to generate the
state matrix of the WT [73, 74]. Different probability distribu-
tions have been reported for the statistical modelling of wind
speed and WTs [75, 76]. The Weibull distribution is one of the
most popular ones. The Weibull or other probability distribu-
tions could be used to determine the probability of WT output
power states [77]. More details about the reliability modelling of
the WT using the state matrix/probability table could be found
in [30].

ESMWT (w, 1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 w = 1[
PWT

rated
×

(
(2w + 1)(

N ESM
WT

− 2
) × vrated

)]
2

w = 2 ∶ N ESM
WT

− 1

PWT
rated

w = N ESM
WT

(29)

ESMWT (w, 1) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

CDF (vci ) +
[
1 −CDF (vco)

]
+UWT w = 1[

CDF

(
(w + 1)(

N ESM
WT

− 2
) × vrated

)
+CDF

(
(w)(

N ESM
WT

− 2
) × vrated

)]
× AWT

2
w = 2 ∶ N ESM

WT
− 1[

CDF (vco) −CDF (vrated )
]
× AWT w = N ESM

WT

(30)

A similar state matrix should be generated for the PV unit
based on statistical records of metrological factors and techni-
cal specifications of PV modules [78]. In (31), the mathematical
modelling of the PV unit’s output power has been demon-
strated. The probability of each state could be determined using
the appropriate CDF based on recorded statistical data [79, 80].

ESMPV (s, 1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 s = 1 ∶ 6𝜏 or s = 18𝜏 ∶ 24𝜏

PPV
rated

×

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
mod (s, 𝜏)

(𝜏)
× (SCI max

s − SCI min
s )

)

+

(
[mod (s, 𝜏) − 1]

(𝜏)
× (SCI max

s − SCI min
s )

)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

s = 6𝜏 + 1 ∶ 18𝜏

(31)
The states of ESS’s available energy and power at each time step

depend on PV and WT output power and load demands during
previous time steps. Hence, it is necessary to record the histori-
cal data for the ESS’s SOC and available output power. Also, if
the historical data for ESS does not exist, it is necessary to sim-
ulate the behaviours of ESS using the MCS. Afterward, the ESS
states are determined by (32).

ESMESS =

[
0 UESS +CDF

(
SOC min

)
PESS

rated
AESS ×

(
1 −CDF

(
SOC min

))] (32)

As explained, the stochastic behaviours on the supply and
demand sides of the physical layer of the SMG and the
uncertainties of the cyber layer and ITS are studied in the
introduced model. Some of these stochastic parameters and
sub-systems, particularly in the physical layer, are chronologi-
cally dependent, and interactive correlations exist [81, 82]. The
time-sequence, auto-correlation, and cross-correlation of DERs
and loads in the physical layer of the SMG might affect the
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developed analytical reliability evaluation model, considering
various uncertainties [83, 84].

The recorded and measured data for stochastic parameters,
considering their time-sequence correlation, should be used
to generate the state matrices [85]. According to the time-
sequence correlations, the multi-dimension state matrices will
effectively mitigate the challenges corresponding to the corre-
lations between stochastic sub-systems and their parameters.
The time-dependency attributes and the correlations between
stochastic parameters are considered in the proposed model
because all state matrices are generated based on certain time
steps, and the reliability evaluation is done at each time step
separately [86]. However, supplementary studies using advanced
techniques to investigate the correlations between uncertain
parameters are interesting in future works.

The state matrix for MT would be created based on its avail-
ability and unavailability. If the MT unit is available, its rated
power is achievable because it is not stochastic. Furthermore,
the load states should be considered based on discretized values
of historical data or simulated ones by MCS [30, 42].

Finally, the loss of energy (LOE) and reliability indices, such
as expected energy not supplied (EENS) and system average
interruption duration index (SAIDI), could be evaluated using
(33)–(36) by the proposed analytical method. Furthermore, it
is necessary to be concerned about other technical constraints
besides the power balance condition [87].

ΔLGl = ES load
l

−

G∑
g=1

(
ES DG

g,l
× PC DG

g,l

)
− ES ESS

l
(33)

LOEl = Max {0, ΔLGl } (34)

EENS =

NMGS∑
l=1

(
LOEl ×

MGS

Pr
l

)
(35)

SAIDI =
EENS

P̄load

(36)

In Figure 3, the flowchart of the proposed reliability evaluation
method for SMGs considering the failures in the cyber layer and
ITEs is shown.

3 TEST RESULTS

The proposed method is applied to an SMG, and its physi-
cal architecture is shown in Figure 1 [24]. Also, different cyber
topologies are studied for selected SMG, as shown in Figure 4
[15].

Applying the proposed method to a test system, which has
been reported in available references, is useful to compare the
obtained results and highlight the declared advantages. On the
other hand, the test system introduced in [15] has been mod-
ified to be practical using the actual specifications. However,
future works would be useful to apply the proposed method to

TABLE 2 MTTF and MTTR data of SMG’s elements [15, 21, 35]

Element MTTR (h) MTTF (h)

MT 100 7500

ESS 7.8 50,700

PV 40 17,500

WT 279 11,380

Information terminal 24 13,300

MGCC 48 35,040

Optical fibre 4 500,000

Network switch 48 43,800

TABLE 3 ITEs and information transmission interruptions [15, 24, 38]

Parameters Values

Average payload error (f/year) 0.0001

Deviation of payload error (f/year) 0.01

Average of the routing error (f/year) 0.0001

Deviation of routing error (f/year) 0.01

Mean value of delay in information transmission
links (s)

1.0

Upper bound for the tolerable delay in
information transmission links (s)

6.0

SMGs in various climates, different sectors (residential, indus-
trial, commercial), and special consumptions, like SMGs for the
hospital and critical infrastructure systems.

There is no redundancy for cyber elements in the first cyber
network topology, as shown in Figure 4a. This cyber net-
work topology is economical and easy to install. However, the
required information channels for energy terminals might be
threatened due to any failure. The redundancies for switches,
controllers/observers, and the MGCC have been considered
in other cyber network topologies. As seen in Figure 4b, two
switches have been considered for the second cyber network
topology. The redundancy for the LCs and MCs has been added
to the cyber network topology in the third topology, as given in
Figure 4c, while the fourth topology in Figure 4d has the MGCC
redundancy besides the redundant switches and information
terminals.

As shown, an MT has been installed in the studied SMG. The
rated capacity of this MT has been assumed to be 100 kW. Also,
0.1 p.u has been considered for the minimum permitted operat-
ing power of MT. The capacity of ESS has been assumed to be
500 kWh/10 kW. The actual recorded 15-min load values for a
portion of Kashan Electrical Power Distribution Company have
been used for this study. The metrological data of the centre
area of Iran based on measured/reported data of the Renew-
able Energy and Energy Efficiency Organization (SATBA) have
been utilized to generate the state matrices of WT and PV units
[88].

In Table 2, the mean-time to failure (MTTF) and mean time
to repair (MTTR) parameters for SMG’s elements have been
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End

Yes

No

The data of physical layer of the SMG, including the historical data of stochastic parameters, reliability 
parameters, topology, and technical specifications, should be collected. 

The data of cyber layer of the SMG, including the reliability parameters, topology, technical 
specifications, and records of information transmission errors, should be collected. 

The ESM for the cyber elements, physical elements, cyber links based on 
delays and header errors, and payload errors are generated.

The MGSMs are created using the probability convolution of various states for subsystems.

The CCLM corresponding the l-th state of the SMG is distinguished.

l=1

The CNG is generated using the graph concepts.

The availability of information channels are assessed using the SPF.

The PNG is generated using the graph concepts.

,
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The PNG is updated due to unavailability of information channels.

The state matrix of the SMG is updated considering the payload states.

l=l+1

The LOE and the probability of corresponding state, such as (14), (15), and (18), are determined.

?MGSl N

No

Yes

The reliability indices are evaluated based on the LOE at each state and corresponding probability, 
such as shown in (14), (15) and (18).

FIGURE 3 Flowchart of the proposed analytical reliability assessment method for SMGs considering the cyber layer and ITEs

reported. The data for ITEs also is given in Table 3 [15, 21, 35]
.

As discussed, the metric must take into account any potential
topological changes in communication networks/cyber systems
and the physical layer’s elements. The cyber-cyber link matrix
(CCLM) should be determined using the system state in the
proposed model. Afterward, the theory graph’s functions and
concepts are used to draw the graph of the cyber network. It
is possible to distinguish whether any cyber element’s failure
has affected the SMG or whether the SMG can operate prop-
erly within the discussed cyber element’s failure. For instance,
the graph of the understudy SMG in the second cyber network
topology (Figure 4b), while all cyber elements work properly,
is shown in Figure 5a. If the13th element (the optic fibre con-

necting the MC of the ESS to one of the switches) experiences
a failure (as an example), the system graph changes to a new
graph and interconnections, as depicted in Figure 5b. However,
the SMG is not affected due to any failure in the 13th element
because other physical and cyber nodes have remained intercon-
nected. Moreover, if failures simultaneously occur in the 13th
and 5th (the switches interconnected with the ESS through the
optic fibre) SMG’s element, the system graph changes to a new
graph, as shown in Figure 5c. As depicted, the interconnec-
tions of some nodes (like node 1 (MGCC) and 14 (MC of the
ESS)) have been interrupted. Hence, the SMG is affected due
to simultaneous failures in the 5th and 13th elements.

The selected test system is studied under various DG
technology scenarios:
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FIGURE 4 Conceptual diagram of information channels and their malfunctions [24]. (a) First cyber network topology. (b) Second cyber network topology. (c)
Third cyber network topology. (d) Fourth cyber network topology

TABLE 4 Test results for different cyber network topologies with the ideal MGCC

Proposed analytical method MCS-based method of [24]

Scenario no. Topology no. EENS error (%) EENS (kWh/year) SAIDI (h) EENS (kWh/year) SAIDI (h)

1 1 0.3 5260.2 83.0038 5277.8 78.007

2 0.1 4073.2 64.2734 4075.4 61.581

3 5.2 3723.9 58.7613 3929.5 57.656

4 5.2 3723.9 58.7613 3929.5 57.656

2 1 2.6 6466.6 102.0410 6641 98.393

2 3.1 5263.6 83.0577 5431.3 82.291

3 5.7 4651.5 73.3998 4933.8 72.63

4 5.7 4651.5 73.3998 4933.8 72.63

3 1 3.6 5676.5 89.5729 5481.7 84.682

2 1.9 4555.5 71.8844 4645 70.387

3 3.8 4018.5 63.4106 4175.5 62.704

4 3.8 4018.5 63.4106 4175.5 62.704

∙ Scenario 1: A 50 kW WT unit has been installed for the SMG,
and there is no PV unit;

∙ Scenario 2: A 50 kW PV unit has been installed for the SMG,
and there is no WT unit;

∙ Scenario 3: A hybrid WT-PV system is considered for
the SMG, while the capacities of PV and WT units are
25 kW.

In Table 4, test results using the proposed analytical method
under various scenarios for different cyber network topologies,
with the ideal MGCC without any failure, have been presented.
To validate the proposed analytical model for reliability assess-
ment of SMG considering cyber failures and ITEs, the obtained
results are compared with the available MCS-based method of
[24].
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FIGURE 5 Understudy SMG’s graph for typical conditions
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TABLE 5 Comparative analysis of the execution time of the proposed
model under various scenarios

Scenario

No. Simulation time (s)

MCS-based

methods,

like [15]

Proposed

analytical

method

Scenario 1 33,063.615 1.42

Scenario 2 36,382.654 1.74

Scenario 3 42,906.12 2.12

The EENS values obtained by the MCS have been consid-
ered as the references, and the differences between test results
using the proposed analytical method for the SMG and an
ideal MGCC with these reference results have been calculated.
The comparative test results infer that the maximum inaccu-
racy of the proposed analytical method is less than 5.7%. The
accuracy level of the proposed method in various cases and
different network topologies is satisfying. The studies show
that the proposed method accuracy is adequately robust against
the changes in cyber network topology and DG technology
scenarios.

In Table 6, test results using the proposed analytical method
under various scenarios for different cyber network topologies,
considering the MGCC failures, have been presented. Also, test
results by applying the proposed analytical method have been
compared with [15], evaluating the reliability of SMGs based
on the MGCC failures, besides other SMG cyber and physical
uncertainties.

The computation time of the proposed model compared to
MCS-based ones is an essential advantage of this research. As
shown in Table 5, the computation times of reliability evalu-
ation of the understudy SMG for the fourth cyber network

topology (with the maximum number of cyber elements and
corresponding system state) using the MCS, like the method
of [15], under Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 are 33,063.615, 36,382.654,
and 42,906.12s, respectively. On the contrary, the 1.42, 1.74, and
2.12 s are the computation times of the proposed method under
Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 for the fourth cyber network topology,
respectively. In this article, the simulations and programming
have been implemented in MATLAB 2018b, while an Intel(R)-
Core(TM) i7-8550U, CPU @ 1.80 GHz, 1.99 GHz, RAM 12.0
computer has been used. It should be clarified that the MCS-
based methods’ computation time depends on the number of
iterations. However, regardless of the number of MCS itera-
tions, the significant difference between the computation times
of the proposed method and available MCS ones is clear.

The obtained test results have approved the declares about
the execution time, accuracy, and applicability for actual test
systems. Although the test system in this article is not large-
scale, the significant decrement in execution times illustrates
that the proposed method will be effective for actual test sys-
tems. The benefits of the introduced analytical model based
on its computation time aspects, especially for actual smart
grids, including complicated cyber-physical systems and ITS,
are emphasized. This is mainly because the time-consuming
MCS-based approaches will not be reasonable for evaluating the
system’s reliability. Moreover, other technical issues, for exam-
ple, lack of memory, might appear for actual and large-scale
smart grids, which are mitigated by the proposed analytical
method. The findings of this study from the viewpoint of
speed and precision of the analytical reliability evaluation model
for SMGs are highlighted in the discussed issues, while the
execution time is emphasized.

The comparative analysis implies that the MGCC fail-
ures in cyber network topologies without redundancy of the
MGCC might increase the EENS. On the contrary, the EENS
increment for the fourth cyber network topology (with the
redundancy of the MGCC) is not significant. The comparison

TABLE 6 Test results for different cyber network topologies considering the MGCC failures

Proposed analytical method MCS-based method of [15]

Scenario no. Topology no. EENS error (%) EENS (kWh/year) SAIDI (h) EENS (kWh/year) SAIDI (h)

1 1 0.5 6035.4 95.2370 6004.5 89.71

2 1.1 4848.4 76.5065 4796.4 73.571

3 2.9 4494.0 70.9134 4627.4 68.616

4 4.6 3750.3 59.1792 3929.5 57.656

2 1 1.5 7257.5 114.5218 7368 110.1

2 1.6 6054.5 95.5384 6152.2 94.281

3 3.4 5437.6 85.8033 5631.7 83.59

4 5.7 4653.1 73.4252 4933.8 72.63

3 1 4.0 6448.0 101.7468 6199.7 95.523

2 1.8 5327.8 84.0707 5425.5 81.748

3 2.7 4783.6 75.4843 4917.7 74.266

4 3.8 4017.0 63.3865 4175.5 62.704
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TABLE 7 Comparative test results of the proposed analytical method and
available ones like [30], neglecting the cyber network failures

Analytical method of [30] without

consideration of cyber failures

Scenario

No.

Topology

No.

EENS error

due to cyber

failures (%)

EENS

(kWh/year) SAIDI (h)

1 1 38.6 3705.6 58.4737

2 36.56

3 17.54

4 1.19

2 1 34.94 4616.8 72.8513

2 23.74

3 15.09

4 0.78

3 1 38.08 3992.2 62.9955

2 25.07

3 16.54

4 0.62

of the proposed method and the MCS-based method of [15]
illustrates that the desired accuracy is achievable applying the
proposed analytical method considering different failures,
including the MGCC failures.

Comparing the test results with other available analytical
methods like [30], neglecting the cyber failures and ITEs is
another comparative analysis that illustrates the advantages of
the proposed method. In Table 7, the obtained test results
using the proposed analytical method have been compared
to test results based on [30], and the EENS errors due to
non-consideration of cyber failures have been calculated.

The significant inaccuracy due to neglecting the cyber fail-
ures is the first result that claims attention in the comparative
studies of Table 7. Regardless of the DG technology scenar-
ios, the maximum EENS increments due to cyber failures have
appeared in the first cyber network topology. This is mainly
because of the significant negative impacts of cyber interdepen-
dencies, where there is no redundancy for cyber elements. As
revealed by test results, the suitable cyber network system with
adequate redundancy, the EENS increment due to cyber inter-
dependencies could be limited. However, the comparative test
results illustrate the advantages of the proposed analytical model
considering the cyber failures and ITEs.

In Figure 6, the sensitivity analysis of EENS against the
MGCC failures and information terminal (IT), for example,
LC and MC, faults under Scenario 3 for various cyber network
topologies have been presented. The failure/fault ratio has been
defined based on the considered value regret the base values
of the test system. The sensitivity of the reliability indices via
the MGCC failures for cyber network topologies 1, 2, and 3 is
much more than the IT faults. The importance of the MGCC
failures in third cyber network topologies has been highlighted.
This result is mainly because of the redundancy of ITs in the

FIGURE 6 Sensitivity analysis of EENS against MGCC failures and ITEs
under Scenario 3 for various cyber network topologies

third topology, while the MGCC has no redundant unit. On the
contrary, the IT faults would be much more important than the
MGCC failures in the fourth cyber network topology because
the MGCC redundancy has been considered.

The sensitivity analysis of EENS against the changes in fail-
ures of optical fibres and switches, two important types of
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FIGURE 7 Sensitivity analysis of EENS against optical fibre and switches
failures under Scenario 3 for various cyber network topologies

communication elements, is shown in Figure 7. Regardless of
the cyber network topologies, the sensitivity of the SMG reli-
ability via the failures of switches is much more than optical
fibres. The not-significant failure rates of optical fibres in the
base condition of the understudy SMG could be one of the most
important reasons for this conclusion. The sensitivity analysis

FIGURE 8 Sensitivity analysis of EENS against maximum tolerable
latency and the average delay in ITSs under Scenario 3 for various cyber
network topologies

highlights the impacts of switches on SMG reliability. Hence,
controlling and managing the failures of switches is an effective
solution to improve SMG reliability.

Figure 8 shows the sensitivity analysis of EENS via different
maximum tolerable latencies and average delays under Scenario
3. As depicted, the EENS might be adversely affected due to an
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increase in the average of the delays in ITSs. It is concluded
that the worst case would occur if the average delay of the
information channels is significant and the maximum tolera-
ble latency is not sufficient. Since the transmission distance and
other technical specifications of the communication links and
information channels affect the delay, the performed sensitivity
analyses importance is emphasized. Comparing the test results
for the communication system failures with the impacts of delay
on the ITS emphasizes that the information transmission inter-
ruptions and faults might be much more important than other
cyber failures.

In Figure 9, the sensitivity analysis of EENS against the
increase in the probability of routing and payload errors has
been shown. Test results highlight that the routing errors affect
the SMG reliability significantly. Also, the impacts of routing
errors would be much more than payload errors. However, the
comparative analysis shows that the routing and payload errors’
impacts are less than those of delay in the ITS.

The sensitivity analysis implies that the accurate reliability
calculations are not obtainable without considering the cyber
failures and ITEs.

Studying the interactions of some causes and sub-systems is
another interesting issue in this research work. Although some
sub-systems might not dramatically affect the system’s reliabil-
ity, other changes intensify their eventual impacts. Test results
shown in Figure 9 imply that the threats of delays would be
intensified dramatically if the maximum tolerable latency of the
information transmission channels decreases. It is concluded
that a similar significant interaction between other parame-
ters (except the delay and the maximum tolerable latency of
information transmission channels) has not appeared.

It might be challenging that the consideration of all poten-
tial sub-system’s states and errors, or only selection of some
more essential ones, would be more effective. It should be noted
that, first of all, it is necessary to study the SMG using the
most detailed method and results, as proposed in this research.
Because without any precise investigations and studies, it is
impossible to judge the important and essential sub-systems and
their impacts. After implementing a detailed and precise model,
like the proposed method, the essential parts and sub-systems
could be determined using sensitivity analyses and supplemen-
tary studies. When the critical sub-systems have been ranked,
it is possible to simplify the proposed model to speed up the
calculations. The reported several sensitivity analyses are use-
ful to get insight into how the changes in sub-systems and their
reliability parameters might affect the system reliability.

Moreover, it is helpful to define the appropriate criteria for
selecting critical systems and processes in the context of smart
MG. In this paper, the sensitivity of the SMG’s EENS via
changes in failures of sub-systems has been selected as the
criterion for determining the critical sub-systems. The critical
element criterion of the mth element/parameter of the SMG
could be defined using (37). As seen, the normalized difference
between the EENS for two intervals of the sensitivity anal-
ysis corresponding to changes in the mth element/parameter
has been selected as the criterion to distinguish whether the

FIGURE 9 Sensitivity analysis of EENS against routing and payload
error probabilities under Scenario 3 for various cyber network topologies

discussed element/parameter is a critical one or not by (38).

CECm =
EENS m

SA,h
− EENS m

SA,h′

EENS
Base

(37)

CECm ≥ CEC min (38)
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TABLE 8 Sensitivity analysis results of EENS against the changes in the capacity of PVs and WTs

WTs and PVs’ capacity ratio (%) with fixed ESS’s capacity

50% 75% 125% 150%

Scenario

no.

Topology

no.

EENS

difference (%)

EENS

(kWh/year)

EENS

difference (%)

EENS

(kWh/year)

EENS

difference (%)

EENS

(kWh/year)

EENS

difference (%)

EENS

(kWh/year)

1 1 23.7797 7470.6 13.83338 6870.3 −4.82155 5744.4 −9.96123 5434.2

2 29.55202 6281.2 17.19124 5681.9 −5.99373 4557.8 −12.3793 4248.2

3 28.95194 5795.1 17.06943 5261.1 −5.79217 4233.7 −12.5567 3929.7

4 30.14959 4881.0 16.85998 4382.6 −6.35416 3512.0 −11.3458 3324.8

2 1 10.41681 8013.5 5.82432 7680.2 −2.15915 7100.8 −4.9907 6895.3

2 12.46511 6809.2 6.968371 6476.4 −2.5832 5898.1 −5.97242 5692.9

3 12.2223 6102.2 6.84861 5810.0 −2.5526 5298.8 −5.90334 5116.6

4 13.90686 5300.2 6.535428 4957.2 −4.31755 4452.2 −8.16875 4273.0

3 1 17.1433 7553.4 10.82971 7146.3 −7.13555 5987.9 −12.7667 5624.8

2 19.85623 6385.7 12.45355 5991.3 −7.90195 4906.8 −14.0546 4579.0

3 20.30479 5754.9 12.84388 5398.0 −8.52078 4376.0 −15.2605 4053.6

4 22.95743 4939.2 14.39881 4595.4 −9.13617 3650.0 −16.2509 3364.2

Different criteria and objects, such as EENS, SAIFI, SAIDI,
and LOLP%, can be selected to identify the critical sub-systems.
The studies have shown that the EENS might be more sensi-
tive via the changes in reliability parameters of sub-systems and
model parameters [37]. Hence, the EENS-based critical element
criterion (CEC) has been introduced in this study. However,
other criteria and reliability indices can be used for the CEC.
Studying the multi-criteria CEC will also be interesting as one
of further future works.

It should be noted thatCEC minis one of the
essential decision-making parameters. The considered
CEC mineffectively affects the results for critical and non-critical
sub-systems. Depending on the understudy test system, various
CEC mincan be used. If the system reliability is not desired and
dramatic problems exist, selecting a very low CEC minis not a
reasonable decision because all sub-systems might be critical,
and it is not possible to apply effective solutions to improve the
system reliability.

After investigating the essential elements and sub-systems on
the SMG’s reliability (critical ones using (37) and (38)), con-
sidering only a subset of SMG’s elements and sub-systems
might be applicable in the developed model. By applying the
zero/insignificant failure rates for elements that might not
affect the SMG’s reliability, it is possible to neglect their impacts
on the system states and studied conditions. Also, the complete
re-structure of the system states and their number is another
alternative to simplify the model and accelerate the computa-
tions. However, it seems the first strategy to neglect the failures
of some parts and focus on other sensitive and essential ele-
ments without any fundamental changes in the structure of the
proposed model would be better.

The capacities of generation units, such as MT, PV, and WT,
should be enumerated to validate the reliability metric’s robust-
ness in all these operating scenarios. In the base configuration

and condition, it has been assumed to exist adequate power to
supply the loads and required reserve capacity. It means the
system in base condition should operate in healthy mode. The
reliability of the SMG due to the outage of each generation unit
and changes in the output power of WTs and PVs has been
evaluated. However, in addition to the discussed studies, the
sensitivity analyses to get insight into how the capacities of dif-
ferent generation units can affect the system reliability, besides
the cyber failures and ITEs, would be useful.

In Table 8, the reliability evaluation results of the under-
study SMG for different penetrations of PVs and WTs have
been presented. The 50, 75, 125, and 150% ratio of PVs and
WTs compared to the base condition have been considered.
Test results in Table 8 have been obtained with the fixed capac-
ity of the ESSs. As expected, the decrease in the capacity of
generation units leads to an increase in the EENS. On the con-
trary, the increase in the capacity of PVs and WTs improves the
system reliability. However, the robustness of the system reli-
ability against the changes in the capacity of generation units
could be concluded. The impacts of the capacity of PVs and
WTs for various cyber network topologies are different. As
revealed by test results, the negative impacts of decrements
in the capacity of PVs and WTs on the system reliability for
the fourth cyber network topology are more significant. This
is mainly because the cyber network has adequate redundancy
under the fourth cyber network topology, and the impacts of
available generation capacity are highlighted compared to other
uncertainties.

To illustrate the impact of the ESS on the SMGs’ reliability,
supplementary analyses have been done. Table 9 presents the
reliability evaluation results of the understudy SMG for differ-
ent penetrations of PVs and WTs, while the capacity of ESS
increases similar to the DERs. The 50, 75, 125, and 150% ratio
of PVs, WTs, and ESSs compared to the base condition have
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been considered. The main difference between the obtained
results in Tables 9 and 8 is the changes in the capacity of the
ESS, besides the changes in the capacity of PVs and WTs. The
comparative test results illustrate the significant impact of the
ESS on the system’s reliability. It can be concluded that the ESSs
intensify the positive impacts of increasing the capacity of PVs
and WTs. The ESS can mitigate the challenges regarding the
uncertainties of the output power of PVs and WTs. As revealed
by the test results shown in Table 9, the positive/negative
impacts of increasing/decreasing the capacity of PVs, WTs, and
ESSs would be more considerable for the fourth cyber network
topology with adequate redundancy level. It means that if the
cyber network is reliable, the effects of available generation and
storage capacity will be highlighted. Moreover, the advantages
of a reliable cyber network with adequate redundancy, besides
the ESS, are highlighted

4 CONCLUSION

Although several kinds of research have been reported for the
reliability evaluation of SMGs using the MCS, the literature
shows a research gap for an accurate and fast reliability assess-
ment method for SMGs based on the cyber failures and ITEs.
This research aimed to fill the discussed gap by introducing an
analytical model. The introduced reliability methodology has
extended the available analytical reliability evaluation methods
by modelling the cyber failures, cyber interdependencies, and
ITEs, besides other uncertainties. Test results illustrated that
less than 5.7% EENS error occurs by the proposed analytical
reliability evaluation method, while its speed would be much
more than available MCS-based approaches. The comparative
studies showed that significant inaccuracy appears in reliabil-
ity calculations if the cyber failures and ITEs are neglected.
Also, it has been concluded that the EENS error due to non-
consideration of cyber failures depends on the cyber network
topologies. Moreover, sensitivity analyses have been done to
investigate various impacts of the cyber system and ITEs on
SMG reliability.

Furthermore, extending the proposed model to examine
the smart microgrids’ operation and system reliability in the
presence of electric vehicles and non-fossil fuel-based vehi-
cles and other new ICT-based technologies and frameworks,
such as DTR systems, would be an interesting subject for fur-
ther research works. Developing a similar model for evaluating
the reliability of integrated multi-carrier energy hubs is another
suggested future work.
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NOMENCLATURE

Indices

i Index of smart microgrid’s element
(i = 1 ∶ N

C
+ N

P
)

j , j ′, j ′′ Index of state for smart microgrid’s elements
( j = 1 ∶ N i

ES
)

k Index of physical element without stochastic
behaviours (k = 1 ∶ K )

c Index of cyber link (c = 1 ∶ C )
c′ Index of the cyber link corresponding to a physical

element (c′ = 1 ∶ Lr )
l Index of smart microgrid’s state (system state)

(l = 1 ∶ N
MGS

)
i′, i′′ Index of cyber element (i = 1 ∶ N

C
)

w Index of wind turbine output power’s state
(w = 1 ∶ N ESM

WT
)

g Index of the distributed generation unit (g = 1 ∶ G )
q Index of the sending information terminal

(q = 1 ∶ N
C

)
q′ Index of the receiving information terminal

(q′ = 1 ∶ N
C

)
e Index of state for the payload of cyber links

(e = 1 ∶ N PLS
c )

r , r ′, r ′′ Index of physical element (r = 1 ∶ N
P

)
s Index of photovoltaic output power’s state

(s = 1 ∶ S )
t Index of time interval

m Index of element/parameter of smart microgrids to
distinguish the critical ones (m = 1 ∶ N

C
+ N

P
)

h, h′ Index of sensitivity analysis’s interval (h = 1 ∶ H )

Parameters and Variable

ESMi Element state matrix of the ith smart micro-
grid’s element

ESi, j The jth element state of the ith smart micro-
grid’s element

PrES
i, j Probability of the jth element state of the ith

smart microgrid’s element
N i

ES
Number of states for the ith smart microgrid’s
element

NC Number of cyber elements
NP Number of physical/power elements
Ak Availability of the kth element
Uk Unavailability of the kth element
K Number of physical elements without stochas-

tic behaviours
C Number of cyber links

PD
Tq ,Tq′

Destination
Packet data at the destination terminal corre-
sponding to the information channel between
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the qth sending terminal and theq′th receiving
terminal

S
Tq ,Tq′

Destination
Signal/data of the packet data at the destina-
tion terminal

Header
Tq ,Tq′

Destination
Header of the packet data at the destination
terminal

PD
Tq ,Tq′

Origin
Packet data at the origin terminal correspond-
ing to the information channel between the
qth sending terminal and theq′th receiving
terminal

S
Tq ,Tq′

Origin
Signal/data of the packet data at the origin
terminal

Header
Tq ,Tq′

Origin
Header of the packet data at the origin
terminal

Tq The qth sending information terminal
Tq′ The q′th receiving information terminal
Dc Delay of the cth cyber link
SE Signal error/payload error

HE Header error
CL Cyber link state

BV
Delay

c A Boolean variable for the delay state of the
cth cyber link, which it’s one value means that
the delay is less than the maximum tolerable
delay of the information channel, and it’s zero
value represents that the data transmission has
been interrupted due to the delay.

BV Header
c A Boolean variable for the header error state

of the cth cyber link
Dmax Maximum tolerable delay of the cyber

link/information channel
DSMc Delay state matrix of the cth cyber link

erf Error function
𝜇Delay Mean value of the delay for information

channels
𝜎Delay Standard deviation of the delay for the infor-

mation channels
HSMc Header state matrix of the cthe cyber link

HEmax Maximum tolerable error for the header of
information channels

CDF Cumulative density function
PLSMc Payload state matrix of the cthe cyber link

PLS
Payload
c,e The eth payload state of the cth cyber link
N PLS

c Number of payload states of the cth cyber link
SEmin

c Minimum value of the signal error/payload
error

SEmax
c Maximum value of the signal error/payload

error
ASE

c Probability of payload error for the cth cyber
link

AHE
c Probability of header error for the cth cyber

link
U HE

c Probability of information transmission with-
out any header error for the cth cyber link

MGSMl The lth microgrid state matrix
PrMGS

l Probability of the lth microgrid state

CCLMl Cyber-cyber link matrix for the lth microgrid
state

CC Cyber-cyber indicator, which it’s one value,
represents there is a cyber interconnection
between two cyber terminals.

CNGl Cyber network graph of the lth microgrid state
graph Graph function
IC l

i′,i′′
Information channel between the i′th and
i′′th terminals in the lth microgrid state

SPF Short path function based on graph theory
concepts

CE
i′

The i′th cyber element
PPLMl Power-power link matrix for the lth microgrid

state
PP Power-power indicator, which it’s one value

represents there is a power interconnection
between two power terminals.

PPLM ′
l

Updated power-power link matrix for the lth
microgrid state based on the states of infor-
mation channels and corresponding cyber
network graph

PPLM ′′
l

Updated power-power link matrix for the lth
microgrid state based on the states of payload
errors

ES ′NC+r ′ Updated element state of the r ′th physical
element considering the states of required
information channels

ES ′′NC+r ′ Updated element state of the r ′th physical
element considering the payload errors

Lr Number of cyber links corresponding to the
rth physical element

CP Cyber-power link
PNGl Power network graph of the lth microgrid

state
PC l

r ′,r ′′
Power channel between the r ′th and r ′′th
terminals in the lth microgrid state

PE Power element
MTTF Mean-time to failure
MTTR Mean-time to repair

ESMWT State matrix of the wind turbine
PWT

rated
Rated power of the wind turbine

N ESM
WT

Number of states for wind turbine output
power

vrated Rated wind speed
vco Cut-off wind speed
vci Cut-in wind speed

UWT Unavailability of the wind turbine
AWT Availability of the wind turbine

ESMPV State matrix of the photovoltaic unit
𝜏 Time interval

PPV
rated

Rated power of the photovoltaic unit
SCI max

s Maximum solar clearness index for the sth
state of the photovoltaic unit

SCI min
s Minimum solar clearness index for the sth

state of the photovoltaic unit
ESMESS State matrix of the energy storage system
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PESS
rated

Rated output power of the energy storage
system

UESS Unavailability of the energy storage system
AESS Availability of the energy storage system

SOC min Minimum state of charge of the energy storage
system

ΔLGl Difference between the load demand and
available generation capacity of the lth system
state

ES load
l

Load state of the lth system state
G Number of distributed generation units

ES DG
g,l

Generation state of the gth distributed genera-
tion unit in the lth system state

PC DG
g,l

Power channel corresponding to the gth dis-
tributed generation unit in the lth system
state

ES ESS
l

State of the energy storage system in the lth
system state

LOEl Loss of energy in the lth system state
EENS Expected energy not supplied
SAIDI System average interruption duration index

P̄load Average of the load demand of the smart
microgrid

EENS m
SA,h

Expected energy not-supplied of the hth inter-
val in the sensitivity analysis to get insight
into the impacts of changes in the mth
element/parameter

EENS
Base

Base expected energy not-supplied value in
the sensitivity analysis, while there is no
change in element/parameter of the under-
study smart microgrid

CEC min Minimum value for critical element criterion

Abbreviations

CC Cyber-cyber interconnection
CCD Cause consequence diagrams

CCLM Cyber-cyber link matrix
CDF Cumulative distribution function

CL Cyber link
CNG Cyber network graph
CNT Complex network theory
CPI Cyber-physical interdependency

CPMG Cyber–power microgrid
CPS Cyber-physical system

DER Distributed energy resource
DG Distributed generation

EENS Expected energy not supplied
ESM Element state matrix
ESS Energy storage system
ET Event trees

FBD Functional block diagrams
GM graph matrix
HE header errors
IC Information channel

ITE Information transmission error
ITS Information transmission system

LC Load controller
LOE Loss of energy

LOLP Loss of load probability
MC Microunit controller

MCS Monte Carlo Simulation
MGCC Microgrid control center
MGSM Microgrid’s state matrix

MT Microturbine
MTTF Mean-time to failure
MTTR Mean-time to repair

PCC Point of common coupling
PLSM Payload state matrix

P-Matrix Probability matrix
PNG Power network graph

PV Photovoltaic
SAIDI System average interruption duration index

SMG Smart microgrid
SPF Short path function
SW Network switch
WT Wind turbine
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